Acknowledging the gap between aspiration and achievement in improving social justice within Madagascar’s conservation sector

This special issue grew out of the conference “Voices from Madagascar’s Forests” that was held in Norwich in June 2010 (Ferguson, 2010). Some forty people from many different countries including Madagascar participated in the event, among them people working within conservation programmes and for NGOs that are active in Madagascar, academics from the social sciences as well as from disciplines like geography, agroforestry and conservation biology.

Almost three years have passed since the discussions which led to the organising of the conference and to the production of this special issue took place. Those years have been challenging ones for Madagascar and the Malagasy, due to the ongoing political situation and its broader impacts on the economy and donor cooperation. The original observations which led to the call for better representation and rights for Malagasy forest-dependent people were drawn from experiences in the field and in various policy arenas on the island and abroad. They were based on the following series of observations recognised through academic publications. Firstly, forest-dependent people in Madagascar have often seen their de facto resource and land access rights threatened when conservation organisations begin interventions. Secondly, there is often a considerable gap between the discourse of conservation organisations, on the one hand, and the real, lived experience of local people, on the other. Conservation organisations’ discourse is often spot on in social justice terms, aspiring to seek sustainable solutions for people to make a living. The challenge comes when looking at the actual practice of conservation on the ground as experiences of conservation policies’ impacts on local people are not nearly as positive as the institutional discourse would suggest, this is despite the fact that over the course of the NEAP policies have been developed and implemented which were intended to be more people friendly. The third observation is that, the voice of Malagasy forest-dependent peoples is not heard and not listened to in conservation policy discussions.

Dealing first with the issue of land and resource rights, there have been various somewhat nebulous statements in places such as REDD policy documents, NGO websites and the literature around Madagascar’s conservation sector in recent years about initiatives striving to improve rural Malagasy’s land tenure security. However, until we reach a broad acceptance amongst all those involved in decision making over Malagasy land that there are many different but equally rightful forms of land tenure (including in the “state owned forests”) although not legally recognised by the Malagasy state, we are likely to end only with stalemate in the discussion. Currently conservation policy is based on the premise that the local people don’t own the forest which is going into one form of protection regime or another and, furthermore, that they are not able to manage their land themselves without some sort of externally initiated management system being put in place. In such a situation it is unlikely that rural Malagasy people will be provided with any real power or voice in the decision making processes over Madagascar’s forests as essentially their right to make decisions about their own land and resources is not recognised. Alternative livelihoods and income generating activities would be a form of compensation for stopping practices such as swidden agriculture and production of fuelwood and construction materials, which those providing such alternatives claim rural Malagasy had no right to do in the first place.

The five essays included in this special issue address these problems and document the gap between aspiration and achievement in improving social justice within Madagascar’s Conservation Sector. Many more case studies could be added, one only has to peruse the extensive literature published on the subject.
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